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In our January 1978 issue we published preliminary data giving latest information on Gasohol. Some of this should be repeated for further emphasis. The use of Gasohol would accomplish two objectives: 1. Reduce air pollution. 2. Increase our automotive fuel supply.

It was reported that the Contra Costa Times conducted a study (all over again) proving that alcohol is a satisfactory fuel. It is cheap to produce, burns clean, meets emission standards without pollution control devices and can be made from just about any organic matter, wheat, corn, sorghum, corn stalks, sugar cane, sugar beets, fruits, vegetables garbage, trees, bushes, whatever, and I am quite sure the piles of sawdust we see alongside lumber producing plants would be most desirable new material.

The Times got a test car. Without modifying the engine, a mixture of alcohol and gasoline resulted in 35% better mileage, 25% more power and emissions well below EPA standards. The Times also published an ad for Studebaker trucks that appeared in the magazines and newspapers back in the 1930s, one of which is reproduced here for emphasis. Racing cars ran on almost pure alcohol in the 1920s because of its high efficiency as a fuel. During the 1930s a product known as Agrol a 10% blend of alcohol and gasoline was widely marketed in the Midwest. In the 1940s, Germany's ground war machines ran almost totally on alcohol fuels in the waning days of WWII.

Recently the State of Nebraska conducted a two million mile test involving gasoline with a 10% alcohol (ethanol) content. There was no difference found in auto performance.

In the July 1978 issue we reported that a large New York newspaper had conducted tests on its staff cars. It was stated that Gasohol is generally agreed to be 10% Alcohol. This newspaper ran tests both on this and 15% Alcohol, and stated it was planning to increase the percentage to determine when efficiency slacks off. As of the time of this report, it was stated its cars ran cleaner, cooler, and slightly faster, putting out much less pollution than they did on plain gas.

Alcohol has a higher octane rating than gasoline and at one time was used to give gasoline a little more zip so cars accelerated faster. There is no reason to ever run out of alcohol. As indicated in the opening paragraphs, the production potential seems limitless. We chemists have already known there are two potential alcohols for this use, Methanol and Ethanol. It was recommended that ethanol be used for the tests, as it mixes a little better, and this from us, it is less poisonous and easier in our opinion, to produce. As a result of tests on a standard car with no equipment changes, poisonous carbon monoxide was cut more than 300%.

Now if the administration really wants to cut gasoline consumption by 10% in 1985, we have it made now by the use of Gasohol. If we go to 15% or better, we can obviously improve the situation. Ethanol runs about $1.35 per gallon, but not too expensive to keep gas stations in Illinois and Nebraska from selling Gasohol at competitive prices. A manager of one gasoline station is reported he bought ethanol at $1.34 per gallon and blended it with 40 cent a gallon regular unleaded gasoline and sold 30,000 gallons in a week and a half at 72.9 cents a gallon. This Gasohol pump was right alongside a premium gasoline pump selling at 75.9 cents a gallon. It should be borne in mind that alcohol upgrades gasoline into the premium bracket.

It is estimated that we could cut oil imports 20% by replacing 10% of gasoline with alcohol. It is our opinion that it is the job of the oil companies to take over this matter of supplying Gasohol. They have, in our opinion, everything to gain and nothing to lose. It should not be too important which commodity they produce that will result in a profit. We are supposed to believe that competitive enterprise benefits the public. This could easily be competitive. Different areas would have different materials for producing ethanol. The oil companies have the distribution chain right down to the service stations with the fuel pumps. The oil companies are one of the basic energy producing companies. Forward moving countries must have sources of energy. Cut-backs in the use of automotive fuel by whatever means employed, slows down our activities instead of accelerating them.

The oil companies could just as well have ethanol distilleries for fuel, as they do have lead tetra ethyl plants. If the latter phase out, here is a new profitable replacement. The 1977 Food and Agricultural Act authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to spend 60 million dollars for four alcohol distilleries, none of which, to our knowledge, have been built. This seems unnecessary for pilot distilleries for a product that has been tested and approved for more than sixty years. Undertaking the production of alcohol for Gasohol would mean solution of the problem of production on the farms and probable elimination of farm subsidies which would remove a load from the back of taxpayers.

ATTENTION
TO
SUGAR PLANTERS

STUDEBAKER
Trucks

The New Studebaker Trucks are now built to use alcohol instead of gasoline, a saving to you of 45% on fuel. We urge you to take a look at them, and let us show you how they can save you money.
Bearing in mind that there is no way we can run out of organic material to manufacture the alcohol for Gasohol, for that material is constantly renewable, what is holding us back? Certainly, as conditions in countries that have been suppliers of crude oil jeopardize our imports, we need better reliance on products under our control. We can always use oil and the situation can change with changing govern- rous, but it should be obvious that we need to be in control of the source of energy for the increasing needs of automotive transportation.

REDUCING THE SEEPAGE IN PLUG TYPE VALVES

CLASS 72 VALVE ASSEMBLIES
BULLETIN A1869

To those of us who have studied the production of plug type valves, several considerations are self evident, but must be included in any evaluation, while others need study so they become part of a composite approach toward better performance.

So let’s enumerate:

1. Compatible taper by which we mean the taper of the plug must be the same as that of the housing to maximize contact or sealing properties. After careful machining to a standardized predetermined taper, it has been customary to lap the components together to obtain the best possible fit. This lapping process is a good example of achieving the maximum beneficial effect. Underlapping is obviously insufficient and overlapping produces increasing seepage between the high pressure side and low pressure side.

2. The foregoing is also affected by the angle of the taper selected. If the taper is too acute, a plug with a wedging action results and a plug wedged on its seat causes a very difficult valve to put back in operation. Many years ago, we experimented with a taper angle that compromises anti-wedging action with reasonable compactness, as it will be appreciated that as the selected wedge shape angle becomes more obtuse, the more the assembly will be spread out and the porting through the plug will become impractically complicated. There are valves with cylinders as plugs, but they do not establish a con-}

uous contact fit, as they do not have the advantage of the taper of the plug, taking up wear within reasonable limitations.

3. It has been found that the differences between the surfaces of the plug and seat have pronounced effects on the seepage between the high and low pressure side. It has been our experience that assuming the same characteristics, a bronze plug against a ferrous seat will produce a tighter valve than a ferrous plug against a steel seat. Our explanation of this is that the bronze plug because of its surface characteristics, will better conform under pressure to the seat and therefore produce a tighter valve. However, there are applications where bronze cannot be used because of chemical reaction and the problem must be dealt with on a specialized basis, which will also be discussed.

4. It seems acceptable to state, that the greater the distance between ports in the plug and ports in the housing, again assuming all other conditions are the same, the better will be the seal and the parallel functions of reduced seepage rates. However, the porting should be such that the nominal area of the pipe size of each valve is not reduced so that flow is not restricted that would otherwise cause an increase in pressure drop across the valve. Consequently, this porting will cause an important percentage in discontinuity of mating surfaces, and must be taken into consideration when the plugs are lapped on their seats.

5. It will be obvious, of course, that seepage is a function of the viscosity of the fluid and we use this term in its full technical meaning against which the valve is closed. Plug valves with a very minor percentage of area for ports, have been used for many years with gases. However a gas has in most cases such a negligible viscosity for practical purposes that ports through the plugs handling gas can be restricted without undue pressure drop.

lifiting jacks have been mandatory as if ordinary stainless steel is turned against steel or stainless steel with which it is in contact, this can cause galling or scoring. The lifting device permits raising the plug from its seat, so that it may be turned through the operational angle and then returned to the seat, so that the valve function will be accomplished. One can never be sure that in a moment of distraction a careless operator will turn the valve plug, without the use of the lifting device, in which case the resultant galling or scoring, can produce a built in by-pass, greatly increasing plug leakage.

We have been experimenting with a porous steel coating of the stainless steel plugs, with the pores charged with teflon. This produces a mating surface that minimizes or eliminates galling or scoring when these companion parts are turned one against the other under differential pressure conditions. The results have been so conclusively satisfactory with liquids of negligible lubricity that lifting devices may be rendered unnecessary for many applications. The surface effect is also comparable to the bronze plug against the ferrous seat, where the surface temporarily conforms to that of the seat, producing comparable reduction in seepage to the bronze/steel combination. This surface appears sufficiently resilient, so that there is no permanent setting and the plug resumes its original contour when lifted from the seat. It will be recalled that for many services, lifting jacks were not required for the bronze-steel combination, and it appears quite probable that the same situation will apply to the coating as well. We therefore expect to issue price lists offering this coating with stainless steel plugs with and without lifting jacks.

DOUBLE A AND TRIPLE A VALVES

Both our AA Valves and AAA Valves will mate with so called ANSI Flanges, and in a letter addressed to customers for these units our President, Mr. R. C. Michel, explained the situation as follows:

February 26, 1979

Gentlemen:

We have been furnishing to you over the years our standard Class 72-AAF (H)(S) (-1) duplex three-way transfer valves which are terminated with six port flanges that mate with ANSI commercial flanges of various classes and sizes.
In the October 1978 issue of Kraissl Quarterly (copy enclosed) we announced the availability of our Class 72-AAA (H)(S)-(1) valves which, in addition to our previous standards, have back spalled flanges, serrated flange contact faces, and slightly revised (upward) hydrostatic test pressures which are all enumerated on our enclosed print B3528J. The price increase for these "AAA" revisions is 10% above the basic "AA" pricing.

We will continue to process your orders where model number and pricing indicates the basic "AA" specification without regard to ANSI references but trust that you will specify the newer "AAA" model number at the higher price where required.

Your cooperation in making your requirements known to us is appreciated.

Cordially yours,
THE KRAISSL COMPANY, INC.
By
Robert C. Michel, P.E.
President

CLASS 72-AAA STEEL VALVES PER APPLICABLE ANSI SPECS.

PORT FLANGES PER ANSI B16.5 - 1977
2. Serrated flange raised faces—Para. 6.3.4.1, p. 5.

We hope the foregoing gives a clear presentation of our desire to meet the requirements of all customers and explains why there is a price differential between our valves of these differing specifications.

CLASS AA VALVES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION

The Class 60H series is offered for pressures up to 150 pounds psig in our Reduction Drive models. In appearance they are practically indistinguishable from our Class 60 series but that is where the similarity ends. All of these pumps rely on the bearing construction for their longevity. The bearing construction of the 60H series is completely different from the 60 series. The displacement elements in the 60H series are carried on bearings utilizing rollers with provision for lubrication other than the lubricity of the oil being pumped. This involves a wholly different internal construction and accounts for the difference in price.

Again emphasis is placed on reduction drive assemblies as this permits running at speeds not only consistent with the viscosity of the oil being handled but also at speeds giving the capacity necessary for the application. It is obvious that this must meet the requirements plus a reasonable surplus for recirculation back to the supply tank. However pumps that are run direct connected to motor can rarely be selected on the basis of a reasonable over capacity. In most cases the displacement of direct motor drive pumps is very much over capacity for the requirements. This means wasted energy and in many cases an over priced pump and motor assembly.

This is avoided by the use of our reduction drive pumps, as our units can be run at the speeds desired to meet both of these conditions. Also, if oil supplies change, the speed of the pumps can be changed to accommodate with usually only a change in the V belt drive sheaves.

Appreciating this fact, many of our customers have requested characteristics curves of what performance can be expected of these pumps at usual speeds, with the understanding that intermediate capacities can be easily computed at proportional speeds.

It is cautioned, however, that the selection should not be too close to allow for differences in pumps due to accepted tolerances and the fact that it would be prudent to allow for a little wear over a reasonable period of time.

One of the great advantages of this arrangement is that if this occurs a slight stepping up of the pump speed usually will meet this condition.

Accordingly the following family of curves is submitted for guidance and larger size data sheets are available on request by reference to the indicated data sheet number.

CHART NUMBER AA1618
"Wow! It's our day to tie up traffic!"

Judge: "Do you understand what is meant by the word Oath?"

Witness: "Yes, your Honor, I do, I was right behind you when your ball went into the water on the ninth hole".

**VACATION NOTICE**

The Vacation Period, while never painless, was found least disturbing last year when arranged for the last week in July and first week of August. We are scheduling the new shutdown during this period.